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Introduction

Royaltiz is the first of its kind platform
where you can invest in talented
people and share their financial
success through ROY tokens!
ROY is a next-gen fan token.
Contrary to many other tokens
online, ROYs have fundamental
value - each ROY token entitles its
holder to dividends that are
calculated as a portion of talent’s
income throughout the period of the
contract.
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Our Mission

It’s time for a paradigm shift... It’s time
to invest in people, not corporates.
Because it is the people that are
changing the world. Traditional
financial markets are not fit for that,
they are slow and flawed, often
favouring big institutions and leaving
everyone else behind, unable to raise
funds effectively.
But we don’t need to play by their rules
anymore! Royaltiz is breaking the
barriers of traditional markets and is
reinventing the social and financial
game by introducing the next
generation of peer-to-peer investing.
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Ecosystem

Platform

Talents

Next gen fan token

The first of its kind platform
where you can invest in
celebrities or rising starts
and get dividends based
on their income.

All talents sign an
exclusive 10 years contract
with royaltiz. We build,
launch and maintain their
tokens.

Our Next generation fan
token that yields up to
19.5% in talent dividends,
powered by our in-house
algorithms: SoccerMind,
MusicMind & SparkMind
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Platform

Royaltiz is a web responsive platform designed for all types of investors. It’s a
launchpad - available worldwide - where you can invest in the success of Talents.

Trade Talent ROYs: buy
& sell (from royaltiz or
others DEXs)

Check ROY price
evolution, NFTs
collection

Reward level 1: claim
and earn your
dividends

Reward Level 2: get free
ROYs by referring
friends

Read information about
the talents, news and
performances
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Platform
Exchange

The royaltiz centralized exchange
currently works in FIAT to onboard fans
and people who are not familiar with
cryptocurrencies. FIAT Wallets are
managed by our partner Mangopay.
It’s a very easy investing platform:
anyone is able to start to invest in less
than 5 minutes.
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Main concept
loop

Discover
Explore talents by the industry, price
movement, collections or trends

Trade
Buy & sell talent tokens in an open market on
royaltiz

Earn
Earn token dividends automatically based on
talent's performance. Claim into your wallet
on royaltiz
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The talents

Talents is one of the key pillars of royalties
ecosystem. We have already signed more
than 60 Talents all over the world (as of May
2022)
All royaltiz talents sign an exclusive contract
for 10 years, which means we have exclusivity
on launching their tokens.
In return, we build, launch and maintain their
own tokens and special NFT collections.
Each new talent receives a share of of issued
tokens (refer to the tokenomics) in a secure
wallet with a lockup period of 1 year.
We have a fully scaleable legal contract
solution for each type of talent, handled by
our lawyers from Baker McKenzie.
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A wide variety
of talents

Our team hunts the best Talents from all
around the world. When we introduce
someone new on the platform, we always
consider factors such as the community
interest for the talent - as an asset and
inspiring person - and of course his personal
values.
What types of talents can we invest in?
Content creators

Entrepreneurs

Sports players

Influencers

Artists

e-sports

Others

What are the talent’s categories?
Superstar

Celebrity

Rising Star

Young talent
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Talents
marketing

Each talent onboards on the royaltiz
ecosystem with his community. All new
talents listed on the platform will post on
social networks and promote the royaltiz
concept.
The talent communicate with their
community about royaltiz during two phases:
ROY Token
Pre-sales

ROY Token
Launch

The community of each talent grows the user
base of royaltiz: it’s a virtuous circle.
Social networks leveraged by our talents
to promote royaltiz:
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ROY is a next-gen fan token issued for
each signed talent.

9
The ROY token

Contrary to many other tokens online, ROYs
have fundamental value - each ROY token
entitles its holder to dividends that are
calculated as a portion of talent’s income.
Logically, the more successful talent
becomes, the more income he/she gets, &
ultimately the more yield a token will pay
out and the more valuable it will become.
From the beginning of the project, our main
objective was to create a real, tangible
value to our ROY tokens. Because only
tokens with powerful intrinsic fundamental
value can be resilient under any market
pressure and volatility.
In other words, even if some "bad actors"
dumped the tokens on the market and
drove the price down, the yield will still
generate cashflow for token holders
regardless of the tokens price action.
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Yield
management

The yield feature is the most important
innovation embedded into the ROY token.
Each token owner can earn dividends
automatically throughout the 10-year
contract period based on each talent's
income/performance.
How does it work?

Yield payments are fully managed by
royaltiz. A portion of the money collected
during the initial sales phase is sent to a
dedicated locked dividend wallet. Then, the
algorithm pays each ROY holder according
to the performance of the talent.
How to claim my dividends?

The Yield will accrue automatically and you
will be able to claim them on the royaltiz
platform. The dividends can be claimed
monthly.

How much can a ROY owner earn?

There is a floor and a cap for each talent
token, which can be found on the talent
page. They constitute a minimum and a
maximum yield per token per year.
Percentage-wise the range usually
translates to a yield from 2% to 19.5% per
year based on the intro token price.
The actual dividend size will depend on the
algorithm calculation of talent's yearly
income and will fall within the range
explained above.
If the talent has recently succeeded (i.e.
was transferred to a bigger club), it is likely
that you will see higher dividends that year.
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In-house
algorithms

After 2 years of development our finance
and data specialists have created
algorithms that allow us to valuate
different talents accurately and calculate
the core value generated by a talent in a
year, in turn, providing the base for
dividend payouts.
Behind the scenes, the system is similar to
insurance in terms of risk management.
Talent valorization

When a talent is signed on royaltiz, we
calculate his/her current valuation - a
process similar to how companies are
valued.
Essentially, we make a projection of the
next 10 years of the talent's potential
income and calculate the net present
value for today.

We have developed three types of
valuation algorithms.
InSoccerMind
some cases (i.e. entrepreneurs), we
For soccer players
can also use a classic DCF model.
Sparkmind

For content creators and influencers

Musicmind

For musicians

New categories coming soon

In some cases, for entrepreneurs, we also can
use a classic DCF model.
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In-house
algorithms
features

Nowcasts talents revenue

Algorithm calculates combined
revenue figures using many data
sources including social networks,
streaming, official salary and more.
Predicts future revenue and computes
talent valorization

Predicts talent's future revenue fitted
on tens of thousands of time series for
accuracy.
Talents selection

Scans, filters and selects the most
promising talents worldwide using the
predictive model developed in-house.
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Tokenomics

Here is an example of the main rules of our
tokenomics for each new ROY introduction. A
rigorous approach is applied, including the
estimated community size of the talent and
the estimated market:

Distribution:

The Talent’s token decentralized tokenomics:

We are currently under discussion with local
CEX for specific talents and considering
launchpads for worldwide superstars.

The Talent’s token could be released on
several DEX, such as Pancakeswap and also
on Royaltiz exchange.

◼35-50% for sale

◼30-45% for royaltiz
Liquidity providing, development,
token/platform maintenance, team

◼10-15% for marketing
- Drop, contests, rewards

◼10-20% for the talent
Lock-up period of 1 year

*Numbers and % are subject to change
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Roadmap

Q1 2022

Q1 2022

Q1 2022

1st Decentralized ROY
Talent Token
Release of the smart
contract in BSC & token
release on
Pancakeswap

NFT Talent collection
NFT talent collections
released on
marketplaces

Reward: Referral
Earn talent tokens by
referring friends

Q2 2022
Tokens Blockchain
Migration
Migration of all
centralized tokens into
the blockchain + swap
(blockchain still TBC)

Q3 2022

Q3 2022

Q3 2022

Q2 2022

Discord VIP
Chat with your favorite
talents in a dedicated
Discord server

Group Token
Invest directly in a
group of talents with a
single token (eg: group
of young football
players)

Invest in young talents
Embrace the royaltiz
mission

Reward: Claim your
dividends
Earn your dividends: full
automation of dividend
yield prediction and
payment over short
periods

Q4 2022

Q4 2022

Q4 2022

Languages : Spanish
Additional website
localization

ICO: royaltiz utility
token
Unlock preferred seats,
exclusive talents, and
vote for newcomers

META ROY
We bring the royaltiz
ecosystem into the
Metaverse
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Team

We brought together a team of domain experts with experience in video
games, finance, consumer tech, sports and startups, with the ambition to
become the next french unicorn.

Christophe
Vattier

Kevin Crouvizier
COO

Didier Quillot

Co-founder & Advisor

Yassine
MATMOURA

Chief Data Officer

CEO

Jonathan
GAUTHERON
Chief Architect

Michal
NIEDZWIEDZKI
CTO

Committed shareholders and partners are providing us valuable guidance
and support.

Jacques
RICHIER

Chairman Allianz
Group

See More

Alexandra
SERIZAY

Chief of Staff of
Nathalie BELON
(owner of SODEXHO)

Stephan
CATOIRE

Founder of Equitis (n°1
Trust in France)

Rémy
BOULESTEIX

Head of M&A Europe
KPMG

Thilo Kherer
Football player

Romain
MAZERIES
Founder of
MANGOPAY
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Contact

We want to hear from you!
Feel free to contact us if you have any
questions regarding the project, or if you just
want to share some product feedback.
Mail : contact@royaltiz.com
Find us on Social Networks :
Instagram, Discord, Twitter, Reddit, Linkedin,
Facebook
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